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Summary: Bankers know cybersecurity continues to be a top priority. To protect
your bank, here are some tried and true ways to do so.
A Harris Poll conducted on behalf of Glassdoor took a look at the top things job seekers want to see in any
advertised position. Those ranked highest were: salary (67%), benefits (63%), location (59%), commute time
(43%) and employee reviews (32%). Now you know, just in case you need to find a new employee this year.
Speaking of things to do in 2019, bankers know cybersecurity ranks right at the top. To protect your bank, here
are some tried and true ways to do so.
Once a community bank determines that a bad actor has entered their system, the IT security team then must
determine how to respond. The focus is on the best way to mitigate damage, limit the exfiltration of important
data, and help remediate.
Even at larger banks, the volume of flagged incidents and unknown files that need to be investigated is often
overwhelming. Nevertheless, community banks must continue to plan for these sorts of attacks because they
will eventually happen. Taking steps now to minimize the impact of a cybersecurity breach is just a good idea.
To help, consider these tips:
Develop a robust breach response plan. A critical step to minimize the impact of a cybersecurity breach is to
develop a robust breach response plan that provides a step-by-step guide to assessing the threat, containing it,
communicating to all stakeholders and implementing solutions. Each bank needs to tailor its breach response
plan to its specific geography, customer base and risk tolerance. However, key elements typically include: the
basic security framework evaluated and installed such as firewalls, intrusion detection and other security
measures, and a tool to evaluate the bank's response to a breach, so the entire company can benefit from
lessons learned.
Continue to support security education and training. It may be trite, but it still holds true - most banks
require increased and more frequent training throughout their organization to help stave off cyber attacks. It is
important to continually educate all staff, inclusive of customer-facing, the C-suite and the board of directors.
For the average employee, regular IT security training keeps threats top-of-mind. For the top brass, risk
education can help them better understand the breadth and enormity of the actual cybersecurity risk, and
ensure buy-in.
Test the plan. A community bank, as with any business, not only needs to create an incident response plan
that details how it will respond to a potential incident from start to finish, but also to test it. This should include:
revamping the plan every few months to determine when and how an incident should be escalated to senior
management; determining who internally has overall responsibility for the investigation and who else within the
bank must be involved in the investigation; detailing the outside technical and legal advisers; communicating
protocol with customers and other affected outside parties; and sharing any cybersecurity incident information
with the appropriate regulators and law enforcement.
Cybersecurity is everyone's job and most issues come from humans trying to help, so be aware and prepared.
Then train, train and train again, as you help keep your bank and customers safe.
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BANK NEWS
Global Debt
It is official - countries around the world have now amassed the highest level of debt in history at nearly $250
trillion. That level is about 3x the amount of 20Ys ago. By country, the US, China, EU and Japan have 67% of
the global household debt, 75% of corporate debt and almost 80% of government debt. Countries with the
highest public debt to GDP are: Japan (238%), Greece (182%), Barbados (157%), Lebanon (147%) and Italy
(132%). The US is about 105%.

High Debt
Consumer debt is higher than ever as it is expected to hit $4T in 2019 along with $10.3T in mortgages reached
in the end of Q3 2018. Consumers on average owed $6,826 on their credit cards as of September, up 1.9% from
a year before and up 11% from 2011, according to credit-reporting firm Experian. Yet, with the economy still
showing strength in wage gains and unemployment, Americans seem to be managing it well.

Loan Comfort
A Student Loan Hero survey finds 63% of men are comfortable taking out a loan vs. only 54% of women.

HEDGING SERVICES FOR COMMUNITY BANKS
Community bankers seeing long-term fixed rate demand from business clients can transform payments into a
floating rate on their books using Borrowers' Loan Protection (BLP). Contact us today for more information.
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